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IBM智慧商务的解决方案帮助企业更好的服务最终客户 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
IBM is committed to helping marketers addresses their challenges be successful.IBM’s commitment to meet the needs marketers is part of a larger concept that IBM calls “Smarter Commerce.”  The idea behind Smarter Commerce is that the rise of the empowered customer requires that key business processes – buying goods to sell, marketing them, selling them and servicing those who bought them – all need to be better connected to the customer, and therefore logically, better connected to each other.Marketing, is a key part of this, and you can see its placement in the upper right of this Smarter Commerce chart.
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营销组织的职能正在突破传统的边界和范畴 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
Marketing’s role has actually been expanding over time, beyond the traditional boundaries you see here in the upper right of this chart.  Today, marketing also contributes to the business processes of buying, selling and servicing.  It’s natural that any business process a company is trying to make more customer-centric will require deeper connections to marketing.
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IBM在智慧商务中提供了端到端的企业级营销解决方案 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
As part of this commitment to serve the needs of marketers, IBM has complemented its existing capabilities for marketers by acquiring leading software vendors in the Enterprise Marketing Management (EMM) space, starting with Coremetrics and Unica in 2010, and more recently DemandTec.  The combined offerings from these acquired businesses, in addition to product advancements made since the acquisitions, are what make up IBM’s EMM suite – the primary offering IBM has to serve the needs of marketers.
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面对营销新的挑战，在IBM CMO Study中许多CMO 表示还未
准备好 

“From Stretched to Strengthened; Insights from the Global Chief Marketing Study” 
 www.ibm.com/cmostudy 

演示者
演示文稿备注
The results of IBM’s groundbreaking Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) study, which was released in 2011, reinforces the observation that marketing is a challenging practice these days.  IBM interviewed over 1,700 CMOs from around the world to create this study.  The data I will share highlight some of the most important challenges facing CMOs and their marketing organizations today.In the study, CMOs talked about being challenged by the growing complexity of marketing.  As you can see from this graphic, 79% of CMOs expect a high or very high level of complexity in their work as marketers in the next five years.  But only 48% of CMOs feel prepared for the complexity they expect.  This creates what IBM calls a 31% “complexity gap,” meaning CMOs need help dealing with this complexity.But what does “complexity” mean, exactly?  I will now share some more data with you to help answer that question.
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以下是CMO认为营销挑战的分布图 

“From Stretched to Strengthened; Insights from the Global Chief Marketing Study” 
 www.ibm.com/cmostudy 

演示者
演示文稿备注
IBM asked CMOs to rate specific marketing-related challenges, both in terms of how significantly these challenges can impact marketing success – this is the x-axis of this chart – and in terms of how underprepared they are to deal with these challenges – this is the y-axis of the chart. Challenges that appear in the upper right quadrant of the chart represent those that are both high-impact and which CMOs are the most unprepared for.  In other words, these are the most dangerous challenges facing marketing organizations today.Let me expand part of this diagram, so we can see these top challenges more clearly.
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“From Stretched to Strengthened; Insights from the Global Chief Marketing Study” 
 www.ibm.com/cmostudy 

演示者
演示文稿备注
You can see that the top four challenges are data explosion, social media, growth of channel and device choices, and shifting consumer demographics.  It’s easy to see why CMOs are facing a “complexity gap,” because all of these challenges make marketing much more complicated today that it has ever been before.  And it’s only going to get more complicated in the future.
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“From Stretched to Strengthened; Insights from the Global Chief Marketing Study” 
 www.ibm.com/cmostudy 

演示者
演示文稿备注
You might think this “underpreparedness” exists only at companies that are underperforming, in terms of their overall business performance.  But in fact, the problem is universal.  Even marketers who work for the most successful organizations – the “outperformers” -- are struggling.   IBM’s CMO study shows that outperforming organizations are slightly better prepared to manage the most critical challenges – but only slightly.   And less than half of these outperformers feel completely ready. Those in underperforming organizations are even more uncertain of their ability to cope.
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市场营销的新战略是整合不同的媒体和渠道，围绕客户展开
个性化营销的策略 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
Marketers need to respond to all these challenges by better integrating all their marketing efforts, across all media types, into one cohesive, coordinated marketing program.  Marketing effectively to empowered customers requires building one relationship between customers and the companies that serve them, no matter what media, communication channel or touch-point the customers are using at a given moment to interact with that company.The problem is that most marketing organizations still have their marketing efforts silo-ed by media type. Some groups manage “paid” media --  the advertising that is bought externally.  Other groups manage “owned” media – that is, the company’s own Web site, emails, direct mails and other owned touch-points such as call centers, stores, branches, etc.  Yet other groups manage “earned media,” which today is thought of mostly as social media, that powerful force which is impacting all marketing, but which also includes things such as PR.Marketers need to bring together all their marketing efforts across all these media types.
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演示者
演示文稿备注
But bringing together all marketing efforts is difficult, especially when marketers are facing all the complexity cited in IBM’s CMO study.  In particular, most marketing organization lack two keys to success:First, they lack a platform to manage all of marketing, to help them coordinate and integrate everything that is going on in marketing.  There are more moving parts than ever in today’s marketing organization, and managing all marketing efforts in a cohesive way is nearly impossible without the help of automation with software.Second, most marketing organizations can’t even get close to creating a complete profile of their customers that captures each customer’s interactions with all the various marketing efforts across all media types.  What messages has each customer been presented with?  How did they respond?  Which touchpoints has each customer interacted with?  What happened during those interactions?  Which marketing efforts were really responsible for making a customer do something, such as make a purchase or raise their hand to express interest in a product or service?  These questions are nearly impossible for most marketing organizations to answer.IBM’s Enterprise Marketing Management (EMM) suite can help marketers in both of these areas.
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IBM EMM 解决方案恰好帮助CMO解决了整合所遇到的难题 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
IBM’s Enterprise Marketing Management suite serves as the marketing optimization platform marketers need to unite marketing across paid, earned and owned media.  EMM does this by supporting five key marketing processes across all media types:EMM helps marketers COLLECT data that enriches and augments what they already know about their customers and prospects.  This doesn’t mean EMM serves as the customer data warehouse, or that it cleans up existing data.  Instead this means that EMM can help marketers understand their customers better by putting new data in marketers’ hands that completes the picture of each customer and prospect – data such as what each customer has done on the company’s digital properties, and also the history of interactions with each customer (what messages have they been presented with and what were their responses).EMM helps marketers ANALYZE all their customer and prospect data, to find new, actionable insights into their customer base and marketplace that can increase the effectiveness of all their marketing efforts.EMM enables marketers to increase the relevance of all their marketing by automating the process by which they DECIDE on the next marketing actions to take with each customer and prospect.  Think of this as the center of the marketing machine, where the wheels spin continuously, deciding what should come next in the dialogue with each customer and prospect – no matter how many thousands or millions of customers the company has.  Should they be part of your next campaign?  Should you present a personalized message in the next moment during their Web visit?  Should you write on their Facebook wall, or send them a tweet or a mobile message?Once decisions are made about what marketing action should come next, EMM makes it easy for marketer to DELIVER the message, and capture any response – responses in turn influencing future messages, ensuring the customer dialogue remains interactive.  EMM can send the email, or pass the message to another delivery service, or integrate with customer touchpoints such as a Web site, call center, mobile app or almost anything else.Collecting, Analyzing, Deciding and Delivering are naturally very customer-centric capabilities.  But EMM also helps marketers MANAGE what’s going on within their own organization, streamlining internal processes and improving marketing decisions by measuring results, tracking performance and guiding future marketing investment decisions.By putting EMM capabilities in place to support these five marketing processes, marketers give themselves the management platform they need to unify and manage their marketing efforts across all media types.
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IBM EMM 解决德安满足了不同市场营销职能角色的需求 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
Of course, most marketing organizations won’t – and shouldn’t – adopt the full set of EMM capabilities all at once. Doing so isn’t impossible, but it’s more typical to see marketing organizations start with EMM by choosing the needs of a particular group or team within the larger marketing organization to focus on first.  To support this approach, IBM’s EMM suite is designed to be adopted as individual solutions for particular user groups.Today, IBM’s EMM suite is made up of three specific solutions -- which have been designed for user groups with roles that align with typical/best practice marketing organizational structures:Digital marketing groups typically have responsibility for all things digital, such as the Web site, mobile Web and mobile apps, search marketing, online display ads, sometimes email and mobile messaging, and social media marketing.  These digital marketing channels span all three media types, “paid,” “earned” and “owned.”  These digital marketers need to turn online prospects into repeat customers and loyal advocates.  The EMM solution for them is the Digital Marketing Optimization solution.Customer relationship marketing groups that use customer data for targeted marketing intended to build relationships, increase customer loyalty, reduce churn and grow customer lifetime value.  These marketers need to engage each customer and prospect in a one-to-one dialogue across communications channels.  They typically use the “owned” media types, such as email, direct mail, and increasingly live customer touch-points such as Web sites, call center, kiosks, and in-store or in-branch personnel.  The EMM solution for them is Interaction Optimization.Marketing leaders, planners and decision-makers are less concerned about marketing through specific channels than in measuring overall marketing performance, creating marketing plans and budgets and making decisions about marketing investments. People in these roles need to improve overall marketing operations, and in particular the planning process, to reduce costs and increase results to maximize marketing ROI.  The EMM solution for them is Marketing Performance Optimization.
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EMM方案1：Digital Marketing Optimization 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
Let me focus on the Digital Marketing Optimization solution for a moment.  Again, this solution is intended to enable digital marketers to turn online prospects into repeat customers and loyal advocates.Marketers are racing to harness the unprecedented explosion of technology, transparency, channels, and social interactions that their customers are adopting. The Digital Marketing Optimization solution enables marketers to capitalize on this opportunity. Through the fusion of customer profiles, web analytics and marketing execution, this solution empowers marketers to turn site visitors into repeat customers and loyal advocates by orchestrating a compelling experience throughout each customer’s digital lifecycle.To achieve this, the Digital Marketing Optimization solution captures the activity of customers and prospects as they interact with a business’ online presence providing marketers with a comprehensive view into how consumers are interacting with their brands online over time and across channels. This unique insight is used to automate real-time personalized recommendations, email targeting, display ad targeting across leading ad networks, and search engine bid management – delivered to customers through any digital vehicle including social, mobile and web.
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Spotlight on Digital Marketing Optimization 
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EMM方案2：Interaction Optimization 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
The Interaction Optimization solution within EMM enables marketers to engage each customer and prospect in a one-to-one dialogue across communications channels.  This solution is for customer relationship marketers who primarily use “owned” media to target customers with personalized messages to build a dialogue over time and across channels.This solution includes capabilities that are part of each of the five major marketing processes.The Interaction Optimization solution COLLECTS the cross-channel interaction history with each customer – what messages has each customer and prospect received, and what has been their response or non-response.  This information helps move the dialogue forward.  The solution also captures digital behavior, that is, data that profile what each customer and prospect has done on the company’s digital properties, such as Web sites, mobile sites, mobile apps and social media pages – which can greatly improve the relevance of personalized messages.  And the solution can monitor detailed transactional data to look for patterns that indicate a key event in the customer’s experience that calls for a marketing response.The Interaction Optimization solution helps marketers ANALYZE customer data in several ways, such as by applying data mining algorithms to predict future activity, and also by giving marketers a visual workspace to explore customer data on their own, and select interesting segments and customer groups for action.The Interaction Optimization solution can DECIDE, using automated processes, what should happen next with each customer and prospect.  This may mean including a customer in a campaign that’s about to run, or presenting the customer with a message selected in real-time during a live interaction.  All marketing messages can be run through a contact optimization process to choose the right message from among competing options and avoid customer fatigue.  And some of the power of making these decisions can be distributed out to field marketers, to allow them to take advantage of their local knowledge.Once the best next message has been decided on, the Interaction Optimization solution can DELIVER the message to the  customer, and capture their response to maintain and interactive dialogue.  The solution can completely handle email delivery and deliverability.  For other channels, the solution can integrate with the channel that will deliver the message and hand it off cleanly.  And in cases where the message should be delivered by a person, the solution can route a lead to a salesperson or someone else in the field, and monitor to make sure the lead is handled properly.In addition to all these customer-centric processes, the Interaction Optimization solution can also improve how marketers MANAGE back-office processes, such as planning campaigns and obtaining the approvals necessary to execute the campaign.  The solution can also improve the offer management process, creating a central point of oversight where offers can be created, approved, deployed, changed and retired.There are many capabilities in this solution, all of them designed to significantly improve one-to-one dialogues with customers and prospects.
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整合线上线下的数据，展开个性化互动营销 
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不断优化跨渠道的客户体验和营销ROI 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
Once we have married web and customer data, relationship marketers can use their customers‘ online behavior profiles to design better targeted campaigns. Relevant and timely offers can be devised for each individual. These offers can for example be displayed on the web site when anonymous visitors return. Or in the case of registered customers these offers can also be delivered via email or SMS.The targeting can extend beyond the online and also include offline channels. For instance, you may use web behavior insights to prioritize which web leads are most promising so that your sales team can focus on those first.
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EMM方案3：Marketing Performance Optimization 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
When you consider Marketing Performance Optimization, or MPO, it’s the heartbeat of the marketing organization.  By delivering optimized marketing, you can maximize your operational efficiencies within marketing, and deliver more effective marketing to customers and prospects.In particular, MPO helps MANAGE: -  the strategic plans and programs that are critical for driving marketing success - manage the performance of marketing so you can optimize marketing effectiveness - the spend of marketing, from individual projects to the financial plan for the quarter or year -  the storage and organization of marketing assets for use across all marketing programsMPO helps ANALYZE: the performance of marketing programs and campaigns.  This helps drive more effective planning for marketing’s future plans, including marketing mix planning the effectiveness of the program strategy, answering in particular whether individual marketing programs drove the conversions marketers are expecting MPO helps DECIDE: how to maximize precious marketing spend through scenario planning focused on achieving revenue and cost goals .  This is a future capability the use of marketing resources – how and when to distribute capacity to match the demands of marketing. This is a future capabilityMPO helps COLLECT:Campaign outreaches (stimuli) and responses in one centralized, cross-channel repository that will drive the understanding of marketing performance.  This is a future capability- the invoices and line item expenses that are critical for understanding whether the program actuals are on target or not
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• Our Marketing Resource Management products form the foundation – marketing system of 
record – on top of which we can optimize marketing performance 
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EMM 帮助企业建立统一营销管理平台，构建统一的客户营销档案 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
Returning to what we said earlier, I trust you now can see how EMM empowers marketing.  With EMM, marketers get both with the marketing platform upon which to manage marketing across media, and that complete view of customers and their interactions with marketing efforts across all media types.
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EMM解决方案为各行业客户带来的价值 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
Using EMM has a tremendous positive impact on marketing results.  What you see on this slide are the types of results that get reported back to us by marketing organizations that have adopted EMM.  In general, EMM improves both the effectiveness and the efficiency of marketing.
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IBM EMM 解决方案处于业界的领导地位 
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演示者
演示文稿备注
I hope this presentation has made you appreciate better IBM’s EMM offering.  I will finish on an important point, which is that IBM leads the market for marketing technolgy solutions.  Evidence for this can be seen here, in the fact that IBM is the only vendor that is a leader in all the relevant analyst reports covering the various parts of EMM.
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演示者
演示文稿备注
 EMM sellers are winners: be part of a winning team means you have to be a winner EMM sellers are critical to IBM’s success in the market Listen, Learn, add value thru service-like selling, kick butt!
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